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Abstract

Despite the successful launch of Advanced Television Systems Committee

(ATSC) 3.0 broadcasting worldwide, broadcasters are facing obstacles in con-

structing void-less large-scale single-frequency networks (SFNs). The bottleneck

is the absence of decent on-channel repeater (OCR) solutions necessary for

SFNs. In the real world, OCRs suffer from the maleficent feedback interference

(FI) problem, which overwhelms the desired input signal. Moreover, the unde-

sired multipaths between studio-linked transmitters and the OCR deteriorate

the forward signals’ quality as well. These problems crucially restrict the feasi-

bility of conventional OCR systems, arousing the strong need for cost-worthy

advanced OCR solutions. This paper presents an ATSC 3.0-specific solution of

advanced OCR that solves the FI problem and refines the input signal. To this

end, the FI canceler and channel equalizer functionalities are carefully

implemented into the OCR system. The presented OCR system is designed to

be fully compliant with the ATSC 3.0 specifications and performs a fast and effi-

cient signal processing by exploiting the specific frame structure. The real prod-

uct of ATSC 3.0 OCR is fabricated as well, and its feasibility is verified via field

and laboratory experiments. The implemented solution is installed at a com-

mercial on-air site and shown to provide substantial coverage gain in practice.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC)
3.01 has been foreseen to expand the territory and role of
broadcasting, primarily over the media & entertainment
sector [1–3]. Seeing the potential impact of ATSC 3.0 as

promising, South Korea proactively adopted this new dig-
ital terrestrial television (DTT) standard in 2017 for regu-
lar services, and the United States (US) also launched
commercial ATSC 3.0 services in 2020 [4–6].

The physical layer of ATSC 3.0, beyond all, achieves
30% better spectral efficiency than ATSC 1.0 (for the same
coverage) and provides super robust transmissions as well
[7]. Combined with the ultra-flexible transmission mode
selection of ATSC 3.0, such basic features enable a variety

1The standardization of ATSC 3.0 was started in 2012 and finalized in
2018.
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of services (e.g., indoor, pedestrian, and in-vehicle experi-
ences; UHD television over-the-air; enriched side-data for
enhanced media; variable datacasting, and local content
coexistence), which are of great interest to broadcasters
[8,9]. Moreover, ATSC 3.0 was inherently designed to be
compliant with Internet Protocol (IP), making itself fur-
ther versatile [10–12]. This IP compatibility has paved the
way toward broadcast-broadband convergence, which has
brought fresh air to the related technical/industry com-
munities [13–17]. Accordingly, ATSC 3.0 has arisen to be
a key player in the contemporary media industry.

By contrast, the ATSC 3.0 broadcasters recently posed
difficulty in constructing large-scale networks. One of the
major features of ATSC 3.0 is a single-frequency network
(SFN)-friendly design that allows broadcasters to cope
well with spectrum scarcity and band regulations
[18–23]. Thanks to this SFN capability, it became able to
build a nationwide network within a single radio band.
However, the lack of a sound on-channel repeater (OCR)
is currently a bottleneck restricting the fast ATSC 3.0 dis-
tribution. Considering the definition of the SFN itself,
SFN repeaters shall appear in an OCR form. OCRs suffer
from the feedback interference (FI) problem that signifi-
cantly restricts their ability [24,25]. The input and output
signals of an OCR use the same radio frequency; hence,
the transmit signal of an OCR is fed back to the receiving
part and distorts the input signal in a recursive manner.
The FI is here observed terribly stronger than the desired
signal in typical cases due to the antenna proximity. Such
a loop-back self-interference not only degrades the signal
purity but also destabilizes the repeater system, such that
it absurdly limits the transmission power.

To most broadcasters, repeater deployment is the only
affordable solution to cover the entire shadowed area of
interest2. An ATSC 3.0-applicable OCR solution does not
exist yet, and this has let the mass of terrain areas remain
shadowed still. To resolve this issue, this paper presents
an advance ATSC 3.0-specific OCR solution that compre-
hensively corrects responsible signal distortions. The pro-
posed OCR system realizes in itself two input refinery
functionalities: A feedback interference canceler (FIC)
and a channel equalizer (CEQ). By means of the sequen-
tial refinements of FIC and CEQ, intrinsic FI-induced and
multipath channel-induced degradations are removed.
Note that forwarded signals are prone to multipath distor-
tion at input signals [26,27]; hence, such a joint procedure
further improves the quality of service (QoS) across the
coverage, more than just overcoming the emission power
limitation [28,29]. In addition, despite unexpected channel
variation, an adaptive array antenna (AAA) is as well

applied to capture the optimal diversity gain. To be
emphasized, our OCR system is designed to be fully com-
pliant with the ATSC 3.0 specifications and exploits its
frame structure for efficient signal processing [30]. The
channel information is extracted from preamble and boot-
strap signals rather than subframe pilots. This reduces the
computation and processing time engaged with bit-
interleaved coded modulation (BICM) decoding, signal
parsing, and Fourier transforms. Being more than just a
design, the proposed FI- and multipath-proof OCR system
is implemented in the real world. A ready-for-market
ATSC 3.0 OCR is embodied on top of a field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) platform, with its feasi-
bility verified through field experiments. The implemented
solution is installed at a commercial on-air site and shown
to provide substantial coverage gain in practice.

1.1 | Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the elements of the proposed OCR
system and presents our implementation. In Section 3,
the feasibility of implemented OCR is verified as per field
experiments. The experimental broadcasting environ-
ment constructed for the field verification is elaborated in
Section 3 also. Section 4 concludes this paper with several
remarks.

2 | ADVANCED OCR FOR ATSC 3.0

Motivated by an enthusiastic promotion of ATSC 3.0, the
OCR technology has been recently revisited. To cope with
the scarcity of available radio spectra these days, the fun-
damentals of ATSC 3.0 are established to operate based
on the premise of SFNs [31–35]. As an example of a real
SFN that currently goes on-air, three major broadcasters
in South Korea have continued UHD services in their
ATSC 3.0 SFNs, which launched the first on-air in 2017.

However, there is still no OCR deployment in the
ATSC 3.0 SFN. Repeaters in SFNs shall be made in OCR
form, in which it is burdensome to install synchronized
broadcast transmitters everywhere due to its demanding
capital and operating expenditure costs. In addition, the
featured use cases of ATSC 3.0 that aim at enriched data
delivery, for example, beyond-UHD, bid for the further
enhancement of OCRs. From this end, a strong demand
for an advance ATSC 3.0-specific OCR has risen from the
network enablers to guarantee a decent service quality
across the vast geographic coverage intended for SFNs.

In this context, we introduce herein an advanced
OCR system for ATSC 3.0 that integrates the FIC and

2In principle, deploying abundant studio-linked transmitters can be the
solution, but it is excessively costly in practice.
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CEQ functions together. To improve the quality of
relayed signals furthermore, we additionally present con-
jugation of channel-adaptive array antenna system on
top of the proposed OCR implementation.

2.1 | Feedback interference cancelation

We designed an advanced OCR system for ATSC 3.0 that
mounts two additional baseband digital signal processing
(DSP) blocks on the basic television repeater (TVR) sys-
tem. That is, the FIC and CEQ modules were added as
depicted in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows that the proposed
OCR system first digitizes and down-converts the
received signal into the baseband level, and then arranges
the down-converted signal to undergo the FIC and CEQ
procedures sequentially.

In the presented design, FIC was introduced to pre-
vent the unfavorable amplifier oscillation that may drive
the system into a breakdown. The undesired loopback
signals fed back to the receive antenna repeatedly create
echoes, which threaten the system stability by constantly
engaging through positive feedbacks. To minimize such
signal self-feedbacks, the transmit and receive antennas
typically are installed to be isolated from each other. As
depicted in Figure 2, the OCR tower may additionally
add up a radio shield between the antennas for better iso-
lation3. However, since the receive and transmit antennas
generally coexist in the same tower; hence, antenna isola-
tion cannot perfectly screen out the FI when the transmit
signals are radiated with high power [36]. In short, the FI

problem appears as a restriction to the OCR transmission
power. At this point, FIC is applied as a solution to
extend the coverage of each single OCR by allowing
higher available transmission power, which will signifi-
cantly reduce the network cost.

The FIC functional in the presented system imitates
the feedback channel with an adaptive filter and pro-
duces pseudo-FI signals by filtering the transmission-side
output through the adaptive filter. Those pseudo-FI
signals are then negatively combined with the received
signals to cancel out the FI. We applied the least mean
square (LMS) algorithm [37,38] that uses un-
demodulated, baseband waveforms for its calculations to
train the feedback channel-imitating filter. It is also pos-
sible to use pilot or other reference signals extracted from
the received signal, which would possibly improve the
FIC accuracy. However, such an alternative solution
would fail to comply to the tight delay constraints in
the SFNs because they require extra-demodulation proce-
dures [28]. Considering the concerns of delay and cost
constraints, the FIC functional is designed to operate on

F I GURE 1 Block diagram

for the digital signal processing

(DSP) part of the proposed

Advanced Television Systems

Committee (ATSC) 3.0 on-

channel repeater (OCR) system

F I GURE 2 Description for the antenna deployments at the

television repeater (TVR) tower

3Such shielding can be a sufficient solution for low-power cellular
relays. However, the transmission power of DTT far dominates that of
cellular systems and reaches tens of kW in terms of ERP [36]. The FI in
DTT OCRs overwhelms the shielding capability, thereby requiring
powerful FIC and channel correction ability at the OCR.
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raw-baseband signals instead of adding extra computa-
tion sub-blocks.

The FIC proceeds with the four following steps:

(i) A replica of the output signal is again digitized
and down-converted back to the baseband level,
producing x½n��C for each time sample 8n�ℕ;

(ii) using the output-replicas x½n� s, the feedback channel
is recursively estimated by monitoring the post-FIC
products;

(iii) a τ-tap finite impulse response (FIR) filter
ĥ½n��Cτ�1, namely an FIC filter, is trained to imitate
the feedback channel h½n�; (iv) the output-replicas
x½n� s are then filtered by the FIC filter and subtracted
from the down-converted input signal r½n��C.

In precise words, the FIC block keeps producing
FI-suppressed signals

s½n� ¼ r½n�� ĥ½n�H½n�x½n� ð1Þ

with given the set of τ past output-replicas

x½n� ¼

x½n�
x½n�1�

..

.

x½n� τþ1�

2
66664

3
77775

ð2Þ

the current estimate (i.e., imitation) of causal feedback
channel

ĥ½n� ¼

ĥ0½n�
ĥ1½n�1�

..

.

ĥτ�1½n� τþ1�

2
666664

3
777775

ð3Þ

and r½n� for each discrete time instant n.
As shown in Figure 1, roughly four submodules are

involved in the FIC procedures: Analog-digital converter
(ADC), baseband down-converter, feedback channel esti-
mator, and FIC filter. Every function is synchronized by
being connected to a local oscillator, and a proper timing
offset is granted to align a timely cancelation signal with
the received signal for every instant during the signal
subtractions.

The goal of feedback channel estimator is to find opti-
mal filtering coefficients that allow a causal, finite-
element filter to imitate the actual feedback channel the
best. Let us assume that an optimal imitation model

~h½n��Cτ�1 exists, which best mimics the real feedback
channel h½n� by using only τ elements. Note that h½n� has
an arbitrary number of causal memories (e.g., multipath
taps), which is not known in advance. If we use a mini-
mum square error (MSE) criterion, the optimal imitation
~h½n� could be a Wiener filter E½x½n�xH½n���1E½r½n�x½n��.
However, ergodic correlations E½x½n�xH½n�� and
E½r½n�x½n�� cannot be obtained a priori in practice. As a
result, the goal can be changed to bringing ĥ½n� as close
as possible to ~h½n� under the given observations.

Recall that the FI power is typically much greater
than the desired signal component in the received signal
for TV broadcasting OCR. When we assume that the
desired signal is uncorrelated with FI, the perfect FIC will
minimize the average power of s½n�. In this regard, the
problem finding the optimal ĥ½n� can be reformulated as

min
ĥ½n�

E½jjs½n�jj2� ð4Þ

subjected to given r½n� and x½n�.
This well-fitted form of (4) encourages to apply LMS

algorithm for optimizing ĥ½n� [39–41]. The algorithmic
solution is accordingly drawn, as summarized in
Algorithm 1.

This LMS algorithm is an example of a stochastic gra-
dient descent-class solver, which gradually approaches to
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the optimum through sequential updates [42,43]. In that
sense, the update procedure is realized in Algorithm 1 to
follow the Widrow–Hoff rule [44]

ĥ½nþ1� ¼ ĥ½n��μ

2
rĥ½n�E½jjs½n�jj2�, ð5Þ

where 8μ>0 denotes a learning rate coefficient pre-
defined in advance. The differentiation term in (5) can be
further simplified as follows:

rĥ½n�E½jjs½n�jj2� ¼ 2E½s ∗ ½n�rĥ½n�s½n��
¼�2E½s ∗ ½n�x½n��,

ð6Þ

so that allows the calculation viable. Moreover, the
expectation E½s ∗ ½n�x½n�� shall be numerically calculated
in practice because the a priori distributions of fs½n�g and
fx½n�g are not available. Given 8N �ℕþ as the length of
observation instants involved in the calculation,
E½s ∗ ½n�x½n�� can be approximated by following an unbi-
ased estimator:

E½s ∗ ½n�x½n��≈ 1
N

XN�1

i¼0

x½n� i�s ∗ ½n� i� ð7aÞ

!
N¼1

x½n�s ∗ ½n�: ð7bÞ

Note that OCRs should operate in real-time and pur-
sue a very low processing delay. Gathering multiple sam-
ples to obtain (7a) might not be preferable in reality.
Therefore, it may be better feasible to calculate as in (7b),
as by configuring N ¼ 1.

One should here note again that Algorithm 1 is an
online-optimization process. That is, FIC does not
undergo iterative optimization to obtain a converged
solution at every time instant n. The ĥ½n� updates are
instead performed time-by-time. This online process
could let out non-converged, erroneous estimates ĥ½n�,
and would thereby allow insufficient FI suppressions,
particularly for the early stages right after the launch.
However, such online-updating implementation is some-
what necessary to ensure real-time relaying. In effect, the
OCR would be put into action after a desirable calibra-
tion (during the service-idle time, e.g., nighttime). In this
end, since the feedback channel does not vary dramati-
cally in the real world,4 the online LMS algorithm

guarantees sufficient fidelity after achieving the first
convergence.

Thanks to the semi-static property of the feedback
channel, it is also possible to train the FIC filter periodi-
cally. Algorithm 1 specifically describes the periodic
training. Algorithm 1 stops updating ĥ½n� when a pre-
defined stopping criterion is satisfied. For this stopping
criterion, a convergence criterion E½jjs½n�jj2�≤ σ can be
used for a given threshold 8σ>0. Or, the number of
update rounds can also be restricted. Once the stopping
criterion is satisfied, the FIC filter uses the final solution
ĥ
periodic

for a while (precisely, for a given duration
TFIC > 0) and then restarts Algorithm 1 by initializing
ĥ½0� by ĥ

periodic
after TFIC. This periodic play would pleas-

antly reduce the amount of computation, which could be
unnecessary if the feedback channel does not vary much.

In contrast, it is also available to turn on the LMS
updating persistently. As is seen straightforward, the per-
sistent adaptation would cope better with dynamic chan-
nel fluctuations.

Remark 1. Viewpoint of Machine Learning: The
task of FIC can also be seen as a linear regression prob-
lem. Each tap coefficient of the FIC filter can be regarded
as a neuron weight in a shallow neural network (NN) for
learning. Algorithm 1 is then considered as a classical
NN training procedure based on the stochastic gradient
descent method using mean square as a cost function.
The observations of x½n� and r½n� until the convergence
or Nmax updates can be viewed as a training set. A point
that differs from the conventional drill is that the pres-
ented system skips the generalization procedure and goes
straight into practice when ĥ

periodic
is obtained. From this

perspective, there can be some extensive opportunity to
adopt other NN-based learning models (e.g., breaking
down the sequential FIR taps into multiple layers to form
a deeper NN) for FIC, if they are quick enough to support
real-time transmission.

Remark 2. Convergence and Stability of the
Feedback Channel Estimation Algorithm: The LMS
algorithm itself has a potential possibility of failing to
reach convergence. In essence, such accidents are attrib-
uted to an improper choice of μ. If the step size μ is cho-
sen to be unduly large, the local update will keep
oscillating because the gradient polarity will change at
every update round.

Accordingly, μ must reside in ð0,2=λmaxÞ for stability,
where λmax indicates the largest eigenvalue of R¼
E½x½n�xH½n�� [37,45]. To ensure convergence, a tighter
upper bound 2=Tr½R� can instead be considered to
replace 2=λmax. However, this range only gives a theoreti-
cal insight because R is not given in practice. In the real
world, μ is heuristically determined by hand. As can be
noticed, a tradeoff exists between the guarantee of

4Broadcast repeaters are typically installed in isolated regions, such as
up on a mountain or in rural areas. Getting rid of dynamic obstacles,
the feedback channels generally appear static.
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stability and the runtime until convergence. Convergence
to the optimal solution will require more time if μ is
determined to be small in a conservative sense. Setting
μ¼ 2=ðλmaxþλminÞ is known to achieve maximum con-
vergence speed, where λmin implies the smallest eigen-
value of R.

According to [45], determining a proper μ that does
not obligate with the stability condition could be difficult.
This problem comes from the difficulty of knowing the
power of input Tr½R�. However, in our system architec-
ture, the transmit signal power is internally controlled,
thereby ensuring adequate information about the
feedback source power. If needed, the stability condition
can be better tightly guaranteed by using a normalized
LMS (NLMS) algorithm for estimating the feedback
channel.

2.2 | CEQ

As shown in Figure 3, an input signal at the OCR suffers,
in an effective sense, from a mixture of the channels dedi-
cated to a participating SFN transmitter each. The contri-
bution of each SFN transmitter is seen as an effective
multipath component. Even more, some can behave as
co-channel interference (CCI) where they deviate more
than the allowed range, that is, guard interval, from the
main signal path. If the received signal, which is distorted
by SFN multipath fading, is transparently forwarded by
being just amplified, the users in the OCR coverage will
experience doubly degraded propagation channels. The
high-power amplification at the OCR transmit-end could
even lay additional signal distortion. The frequency-
domain channel response observed at the user-end would
have abundant ripples, which might incur a significant
inter-symbol interference problem. Considering the
abovementioned concern, CEQ is applied to the post-FIC

product to reduce the undesired distortions in the relayed
signal.

In the sense of cleansing the signal in advance, this
may also be viewed similar to decode-and-forward (DF)
relaying. However, when we refer to its strict definition,
DF relaying involves a long processing delay because its
exhaustive procedure includes the entire physical layer
processing chains for decoding and re-encoding.5 Such an
excessively long delay is typically unacceptable to SFNs
because the arrival of relayed signals must be timely for
its compatibility with other SFN transmitters’ signal com-
ponents. Precisely speaking, the arrival of OCR signal
should not lag more than the duration of a guard interval,
compared to other participating transmitters’ signals. In
this respect, using CEQ is a reasonable idea to pursue
both distortion removal and minimal processing delay at
the same time. The presented OCR design can be seen as
a hybrid-type implementation that resides somewhere
between amplify-and-forward (AF) and DF relays. The
CEQ module in our system comprises four major func-
tion blocks: Demodulator, channel estimator, inverse
converter, and equalizing FIR filter. The actual equaliza-
tion is performed at the equalizing FIR filter, so-called a
CEQ filter, which is trained to perform channel inversion
(i.e., ZF)-based CEQ. The filter coefficients are periodi-
cally adjusted by using the inversed channel estimates
measured at the other blocks [48,49]. The filter coeffi-
cients can be updated every frame, or a longer interval
than the frame length is also available. When the channel
is static enough, occasional updates would not misguide
the CEQ much even if the update interval is long.

The received signal is first demodulated to extract the
pilot signal components. The demodulator block detects a
bootstrap signal and subsequently proceeds to demodulate
the OFDM waveform of the following preamble chunk.
The channel estimation block subsequently measures the
channel gain for each subcarrier by using the preamble
pilots as reference. A discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-
based channel estimation is used in our implementation.

To be noticed, ATSC 3.0 preamble signals occupy the
entire effective bandwidth, while the payload part may
not use some of the outermost carriers [30]. In other
words, estimating the channel in the preamble duration
can cover the entire band part, where the meaningful sig-
nals reside. Moreover, ATSC 3.0 restricts the preamble
pilot to be equally dense or denser than the scattered
pilot in the payload part; therefore, using preamble pilots

F I GURE 3 Example of the channel impulse response at the

receiving terminal of on-channel repeater (OCR) (without FI: OCR

transmit-end disabled)

5The BICM of ATSC 3.0 involves a long low-density parity-check
(LDPC) code encoding over 16 200 or 64 800 bits per physical layer pipe
(PLP) [46, 47]. Moreover, sophisticated time-interleaving is applied
across the PLP (or the entire frame) to distribute the error burst effect.
Therefore, the decoding and re-encoding within DF relaying would
entail a considerable amount of computations.
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for CEQ may guarantee the best channel tracking perfor-
mance for the subcarriers that should use interpolated
estimates.

We also emphasize here that the demodulator block
does not have to decode the preamble forward error-
correction (FEC) codes [50]. We only need to distinguish
the pilot signals. Hence, fast Fourier transform (FFT) is
the only procedure performed in the demodulator block
after the ATSC 3.0 frame acquisition (i.e., bootstrap
detection). Accordingly, the channel information can be
attained by compact signal processing flow, lightening
the computation burden of OCR.

By extracting CSI from preamble rather than the sub-
frame pilots, the computations for BICM decoding, signal
parsing, and FFTs are omitted; hence, the processing
time is substantially reduced. In particular, BICM
decoding is known to be the most time-consuming part
of communication systems, and ATSC 3.0 preambles
need a double-decoding procedure because L1 signals are
encoded in a concatenated structure of the Bose–
Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) and LDPC codes. Due
to the hierarchy of ATSC 3.0 frames, the conventional
CSI acquisition undergoes such burdensome procedures
to obtain the L1 information required for the subframe
demodulation, because it utilizes subframe pilots. Our
idea cleverly avoids redundant computations by
referencing the preamble pilots.

In sequence, the inverse converter calculates the
reciprocal of each channel estimate per subcarrier. The
inverse channel estimates are then fed into the CEQ filter
to update the filter coefficients. Given the inverse chan-
nel estimate, the time-domain filtering at the CEQ filter
plays the role of flattening the signal spectrum across the
effective bandwidth. This procedure is equivalent to
multiplying the inverse channel estimates to the post-FIC
signal in the frequency-domain, cell-by-cell. As a result,

the possibility of ISI is significantly reduced in the OCR
coverage.

2.2.1 | CEQ with channel clipping

In some unfortunate instances, the reception channel
may turn out to be extremely frequency-selective, partic-
ularly when destructive signal superposition arises and
yields deep-null fading. In such a case, the channel inver-
sion components for the deep-null part could diverge into
infinity, causing a system failure. Figure 4 illustrates the
examples of channel realizations over the frequency-
domain.

If there does not exist any deep-null over the fre-
quency band of interest, the ZF equalizer can soundly
operate without any problem. However, when a deep-
negative fading (see Figure 4B) appears, channel inver-
sion would malfunction because it requires an extremely
high amplification to compensate for the deep, zero-
approaching null at the channel response.

To resolve this issue, the OCR can alternatively per-
form a clipping on the top of the ZF-based CEQ [51].
As shown in Figure 4C, clipping multiplies an inverse
of ϵth to the in-band (frequency-domain) channel
response fragment that does not exceed an arbitrarily
pre-defined threshold 8ϵth > 0. This clipping threshold is
determined to assure stability on signal processing while
pursuing a sound equalization performance at the same
time. Channel clipping simply avoids the system failures
due to the CEQ multiplier divergence, but would possibly
allow the post-equalization channel to be less flattened.
Some slight dents could accordingly show up in the post-
equalization channel, as visualized in Figure 4C. How-
ever, this degradation could be mitigated by determining
a proper ϵth to avoid significantly distorting the transmit

F I GURE 4 Schematic illustrations for channel responses in the frequency-domain and examples of channel equalizers (CEQs) thereof:

(A) Conventional channel inversion (i.e., zero-forcing (ZF)) equalization in a plain environment without any deep-null, (B) channel

inversion equalization in a deep-null fading environment, and (C) a combination of channel inversion and clipping in a deep-null fading

environment
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waveform (e.g., peak-to-average power ratio-related
distortion).

2.3 | Adaptive array antenna

We also propose herein the utilization of an AAA in
the DTV OCR. Figure 5 shows a block diagram for the
overall system merging AAA with FIC and CEQ. Using
multiple antennas, the effective antenna aperture first
expands desirably, and adaptive beamforming of AAA
further amplifies the effective antenna gain because it
can maximize the spatial diversity gain. The beam
adjustment can be drawn as FI-resistant as we attempt
to null out the FI channel components in a ZF
manner.

The considered AAA consists of multiple antenna
elements tuned into the same frequency band. Each
antenna element is sufficiently decoupled with the
other elements to prevent undesirable resonance. Every
single antenna element performs the baseband and
digital conversions individually, but synchronously to
each other. The considered AAA system performs
beamforming at the digital level. That is, the
beamforming can be performed with considerable preci-
sion, which may offer better accuracy than analog
beam-aligning.

The weightings over the signal paths are orchestrated
by a centralized digital processing unit to perform ZF
beamforming. Hence, the OCR can concentrate on
receiving the constructive signal components that reside
in the (semi-) null-space of the FI plane. For example, a
combination of maximum ratio combining (MRC) and
ZF beamforming can be applied if sufficient channel state
information (CSI) is given [52].

For a concise description, let us denote the
spatial channel vectors as gdes �C1�NR and gfb �C1�NR

for the desired signal and feedback channels, respec-
tively. NT represents the number of receive antenna

elements in AAA. Therefore, the received signal can be
modeled as

y¼ gdesdiagðf�1Þpþgfbdiagðf�1Þxþn, ð8Þ

where f�1 denotes the current beamforming vector used
at the observation instant before updating the
beamforming vector; p�C denotes the desired training
signal from the SFN transmitters; and x �C and n�C
stand for FI and additive noise, respectively. diagðaÞ
in (8) implies a diagonal matrix that takes the elements
of vector a for its diagonal entities. The AAA may update
the beamforming vector f as follows once the channel
information is acquired:

f ¼Π ⊥
~gHfb

~gHdes
jj~gdesjj

, ð9Þ

where ~gdes ¼ gdesdiagðf�1Þ and ~gfb ¼ gfbdiagðf�1Þ shortly
abbreviate the effective channel vectors.

The required CSI is obtained at the channel observa-
tion block shown in Figure 5. The hierarchical signal
topology of ATSC 3.0 helps AAA reduce the computa-
tions required for channel observation. ATSC 3.0 boot-
strap signals are used to train AAA. Note that the
bootstrap signals do not change over frames if wakeup
signaling is not used. Therefore, AAA can treat the boot-
strap signals as pilot signals once decoded and leverage it
for channel estimation. The reference signal generation
block in Figure 5 depicts the bootstrap regeneration pro-
cedure. The regenerated bootstrap signals are stored in
buffer memory and compared with the received
baseband-converted bootstrap signal components to
obtain the CSI for each antenna chain. Consequently, the
CSI acquisition function is implemented in a highly com-
pact fashion, even better lightened than the CEQ’s pre-
amble-referring architecture.

The desired and feedback channels must be distin-
guished to apply the MRC+ZF beamforming in (9).

F I GURE 5 Integrated block

diagram for the combination of

adaptive array antenna with the

proposed Advanced Television Systems

Committee (ATSC) 3.0 on-channel

repeater (OCR) system
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Fortunately, this prerequisite is attainable because rec-
ognizable differences in arrival time and reception
power exist between the desired and FI signals. The FI
power is typically much greater than that of the
desired signal; hence, AAA can recognize the FI inci-
dence by searching for the maximum peak over the
time-domain impulse response. Taking a channel esti-
mation on the signal samples received at that time
instant then gives ~gfb. Keeping in mind that the OCR
processing delay gives noticeable lagging to FI, ~gdes can
be found by doing the same within a reduced search
space, restricting the edge of the search space to be suffi-
ciently apart from the FI peak.

Alternatively, another simple approach can also be
employed to reduce the procedure. In case a channel
estimation on ~gfb is not intended, AAA can instead deter-
mine the beamforming update vector in an MRC manner
through

f ¼ ~gHdes
jj~gdesjj

: ð10Þ

For this approach, AAA only has to synchronize to an
incidence of the desired signal and does not need to
observe signal samples at the FI incidence time. There-
fore, the beamforming can keep on tracking the desired
channel using (10) if AAA is first synchronized to the
desired reception during the calibration. The first syn-
chronization can be achieved in an FI-less environment
by turning off the transmission-end of OCR during the
calibration. The implementation complexity can be
significantly reduced through this approach. In
addition,some FI-rejecting effects exist because f in (10)
cancels out the part of FI that resides in the null space of
~gdes, that is, span

⊥ ð~gdesÞ.
In fact, using bootstrap signals for channel estimation

has some drawbacks. The ATSC 3.0 bootstrap signal has a
fixed bandwidth of 4.5 MHz, regardless of the actual RF
channel bandwidth6 [53]. For 6-MHz-band configura-
tions, the occupied bandwidth is 5.832844 MHz, which is
larger than 4.5 MHz. Thus, a channel band region,
which cannot be tracked by using the bootstrap sequence
as pilot signals, exists. This problem could let AAA be
unstable in a highly frequency-selective environment;
however, the CSI loss may not be critical in practice if the
channel does not significantly vary in the frequency-
domain.

2.4 | Miscellanies for implementation

2.4.1 | Pre-processing at the receiving-side
subpart

As described in Figure 1, the DSP part of OCR is fed by
intermediate frequency (IF)-converted signals carried
over a 57 MHz-centered frequency band. The raw signals
received at the receive antennas first undergo gain con-
trol and are then fed into an RF-to-IF demodulator. Gain
controlling comprises a sequential operation of a low-
noise amplifier (LNA), a digital step attenuator (DSA),
and an amplifier that converts the received signal into a
preferred power level while suppressing the noise level to
as low as possible. The RF-to-IF demodulator outputs in-
phase and quadrature-phase signals that are down-
converted into the IF level. To get the out-of-band noise
removed, IF-converted signals are bandpass-filtered
through a 36-MHz-bandwidth filtering. Digital pre-
distortion is supported by setting the passband to be at
least five times wider than the over-the-air signal band-
width, that is, 5 � 6 = 30MHz.

2.4.2 | Post-processing at the transmission-
side subpart

In order to avoid any transmission discontinuity due to
system failures, the post-DAC transmission part of OCR
is designed in a duplicated architecture. In other words,
it is designed in a hot-standby form; thus, two transmis-
sion subsystems are implemented in the OCR and con-
trolled by an auto-changer unit (ACU). If ACU detects a
system error of the first transmission subsystem, it
switches up the connection toward the antenna to be
associated with the second transmission subsystem; oth-
erwise, the second transmission subsystem is typically
connected to a dummy load.

The transmission subsystem up-converts the OCR DSP
output, which resides in an IF level, into the intended RF
band and amplifies them into a base power of the HPA.
Note that a digital pre-corrector (DPC) can be included in
the DSP part of OCR. The DPC can precede DAC conver-
sion to make an artificial signal distortion that ensures a
desirable power gap between the occupied band signal
and the out-of-band leakage. This pre-distortion refer-
ences the OCR transmit signals for its operation, similarly
to the FIC module. However, DPC differs from FIC
because it uses the un-masked signal product that does
not yet undergo mask filtering, that is, fed back from right
after the HPA, so-called non-linear feedback. By contrast,
FIC uses the post-mask filtering output, referred to as the
linear feedback. The OCR DSP part utilizes four channels

6Other configuration parameters do not vary over the frames as well.
The sampling rate is fixed at 6.144 Msamples/s with an FFT size of
2048, which results in a subcarrier spacing of 3 kHz.
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of digital-converted feedback signals, that is, a pair of in-
and quadrature-phase signals for DPC and FIC.

3 | DEPLOYMENT AND FIELD
TESTS

For this work, a ready-for-market ATSC 3.0 OCR system
was implemented, and its feasibility was verified through
field experiments. The OCR system, implemented above
an FPGA platform, was validated in advance in a
laboratory. The system was capable of up to 900 W
(post-amplifier power) of transmission, where a built-in
pre-corrector could successfully prevent out-of-band leak-
ages7; capable of removing the FI that was 28.57 dB
stronger than the desired signal; and capable of keeping
the output signals modulation error rate (MER) from fall-
ing to more than 0.5 dB8 below that of the input signals.
For this implementation, 360 and 80 tap filters were
applied for FIC and CEQ, respectively,9 and 14 bit
ADC/DACs were used in the radio chains.

3.1 | Description of facility construction

The field experiments were drawn in a public, commer-
cial ATSC 3.0 network serving on-air UHD programs. A
TVR site in Seongju, South Korea was chosen for the
installation of implemented OCR. At the selected TVR
site, ATSC 3.0 signals emitted from the transmitter at
Mt. Palgong, which is located 49.6 km northeast of the
TVR site, were received and relayed. As illustrated in
Figure 6, the TVR site was 267 m above the vertical
datum (i.e., sea level) and acquired an additional eleva-
tion of 25 m by constructing a rooftop tower.

Figure 7 shows the imageries of the actual TVR con-
struction in Seongju. Figure 7A illustrates off-the-shelf
figure of our OCR system. Figure 7B depicts that both
parabolic antenna and AAA were installed to gather the
radio signals from Mt. Palgong, although only the para-
bolic receive antenna was used for this field experiment.

The parabolic receive antenna guaranteed 19.15-dBi
gain over the ultra-high frequency (UHF) band, where it
had a 1800 mm � 1000 mm � 500 mm apparatus size.
As for the AAA installed at the TVR tower, the array
bundled up six Yagi-antennas with antenna gains of
14 dBi each. Each antenna element was distanced from

the adjacent element by 0.75λ (λ = 428.5mm for
700MHz) to avoid electromagnetic coupling. On the
transmission side, 11 dBd panel (four-dipole) antennas
were exploited to emit the radio signals fed in from the
OCR amplifier (see Figure 7C). A 300-W power output
was delivered from the high power amplifier (HPA).10

Three panel transmit antennas each for two layers
(i.e., six antennas) were installed to head onto perpendic-
ular directions to each other (i.e., 0�, 90�, and 180�) to
cover 220� angle width with their beams. Heuristically
observed, about 75-dB isolation was measured between
the transmit and receive parts at the OCR tower.

In addition, two commercial DTV channels were
exploited for the experiments, that is, CH 52 and CH 56
centered at 701 MHz and 768 MHz, respectively. Within
each channel, a 4K-resolution UHD video service was
delivered over a 6-MHz band. As shown in Table 1, the
transmissions over CH 52 conveyed a 17.72-Mbps rate
service. A 17.13-Mbps rate service was delivered through

7The OCR could maintain more than 50 dB of power gap between the
occupied band and out-of-band, satisfying the masking regulation in
[54] recommended by ITU-R.
8Validation tests were conducted for the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel transmissions.
9Corresponding to 46.9 and 10.4 μ s processing capabilities, respectively.

F I GURE 6 Field experiment configurations

F I GURE 7 Construction at the commercial television repeater

(TVR) site for field verifications: (A) The implemented on-channel

repeater (OCR) systems installed in the TVR site, (B) receive

antennas used for the field trials, and (C) TVR tower where the

antennas were installed at

10On the other hand, a 400-W transmission was also verified in practice.
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CH 56.11 The laboratory test results in [8] indicated that,
in essence, the CH 52 and CH 56 services required a
14.9-dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to guarantee a quasi-
error-free state, that is, frame error rate (FER) ≤ 10�4 in
the AWGN channel.

3.2 | Field test results

3.2.1 | Signal quality observations

The field trial was conducted two-fold. The effectiveness
of FIC and CEQ was first examined on-site, and the cov-
erage extension was then verified across the geographic
region of interest near the TVR site.

The on-site validation for FIC and CEQ was per-
formed by comparing the signal qualities at the receiving
and transmitting terminals of OCR. For this measure-
ment, an ATSC 3.0 professional receiver was used to
analyze the input and output signals of OCR over the
intended spectrum. To this end, the input and output sig-
nals of OCR were partly extracted via RF signal dividers
and fed into the ATSC 3.0 professional receiver.12 Thanks
to the featured functionalities of ATSC 3.0 professional
receiver, which was customized for the field engineers, a

variety of detailed reception/demodulation/decoding
information13 could be monitored in real-time.

Figure 8A,B presents the channel impulse responses
(CIRs) measured at the receiving and transmitting termi-
nals of OCR, respectively. Encouragingly, the FI, whose
power was 28 dB stronger than the desired signal at the
reception stage, was successfully suppressed to be even
30 dB lower than the desired component at the transmis-
sion stage. As was also well-verified, the OCR soundly
equalized the relay signals. The frequency response pro-
jections in Figure 9C,D particularly demonstrated such a
delightful result. As is visualized clearly, the frequency-

11The transmission over CH 56 was configured with two subframes,
while the first subframe was not of interest in this work. We focused on
the 4 K imagery UHD service contained in the second subframe, which
was comparable to the CH 52 content.

F I GURE 8 Time-domain channel impulse response: (A) on-

channel repeater (OCR) input—measured at the receive antenna,

(B) OCR output—measured at the reference measurement site for

calibration

TAB L E 1 ATSC 3.0 physical layer parameters used in the field experiments

CH 52 CH 56

Occupied bandwidth 5.832844 MHz

Preamble parameters FFT size 8K (8192)

Guard interval 222.22 μs (GI6_1536)

Pilot pattern Dx = 4

Signaling protection L1-basic/detail mode 1

# of Preamble symbols 2

# of subframes 1 2

CH 52 CH 56 (2nd subframe)

Payload OFDM parameters FFT size 8K 32K

Guard interval 222.22 μs (GI6_1536) 222.22 μs (GI6_1536)

Pilot pattern SP4_2 SP8_2

Pilot boosting 0 dB (no boost) 0 dB (no boost)

Payload BICM parameters Outer code BCH BCH

Inner code 8/15 LDPC (64 800 bits) 8/15 LDPC (64 800 bits)

Constellation 256 NUC 256 NUC

Data rate 17.72 Mbps 17.13 Mbps

12The signal strength observed at the professional receiver could differ
from the OCR output because the signal was attenuated not to exceed
the receivable power range of the professional receiver.
13For example, channel responses, received signal strength (RSS), SNR,
MER, bit error rate (BER), FER, measured data rate, physical layer
frame configurations, and projections onto the constellation plane.
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domain fluctuations in Figure 9C were flattened over the
band of interest, as shown in Figure 9D. Consequently,
the signal projections onto the constellation plane were
clearly sharpened (i.e., distortion-reduced) by FIC and
CEQ. Such improvements can be found by comparing
Figures 9B and 9D with Figures 9A and 9C.

To be noticed, there were abundant signal reflections
from adjacent mountains surrounding the TVR tower. To
cope with the resultant long-lagging components of FI,

the OCR was implemented to handle every signal compo-
nent within �30 us range around the target component
(the largest desired sample) upon CEQ.

3.2.2 | Coverage extension

The network-scale feasibility of the implemented OCR
was subsequently explored through field measurements.
A total of twelve test point samples were selected from
the candidates within a 15-km-radius area around the
TVR tower. Table 2 lists the distance of each test point
from the TVR tower. As regards the geographic profiles,
the measurement points were by-and-large at hill land
surrounded by mountains. Therefore, the physical
propagation channels for those test points came with
abundant multipaths that often included several pre-
ghosts.

The customized testing vehicle presented in Figure 6
was used for the measurements. The testing vehicle, dedi-
catedly designed for analyzing ATSC 3.0 DTV networks,
was equipped with an omni-directional receive antenna
with 0-dBi power gain and a log-periodic (LP)-type direc-
tional antenna having 11 dBi gain. To take various recep-
tion abilities into account, we used both of the antennas
for experiments. The reception altitude was adjustable,
precisely from 1.9 to 9 m, owing to a built-in antenna
mast lifter.

F I GURE 9 Snapshots of the signal status measurements: (A) on-channel repeater (OCR) input for CH 52—measured at the receive

antenna, (B) OCR output for CH 52—measured at the reference measurement site for calibration, (C) OCR input for CH 56, and (D) OCR

output for CH 56

TAB L E 2 Distances between the OCR Tower and the test

points

Test point index Distance from OCR Tower

# 1 1.1 km

# 2 3.7 km

# 3 5.4 km

# 4 7.9 km

# 5 10.9 km

# 6 3.6 km

# 7 5.1 km

# 8 6.9 km

# 9 9.0 km

# 10 3.6 km

# 11 5.8 km

# 12 10.7 km
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TAB L E 3 RSS measurement results across the test points

Test point index CH

RSS (dBm) (Before deployment) RSS (dBm) (After deployment) RSS gain (dB)

Omni Dir. Omni Dir. Omni Dir.

#1 52 �84.40 �79.5 �50.83 �40.23 33.57 39.27

56 �90.60 �86.10 �54.09 �49.37 36.51 36.73

#2 52 �96.08 �89.98 �58.27 �48.37 37.81 41.61

56 �98.10 �93.68 �60.29 �48.55 37.81 45.13

#3 52 �90.65 �85.89 �58.74 �49.45 31.91 36.44

56 �94.40 �89.80 �57.88 �46.67 36.52 43.13

#4 52 �81.32 �80.18 �76.10 �65.41 5.22 14.77

56 �84.47 �78.90 �79.66 �66.73 4.81 12.17

#5 52 �80.84 �73.92 �73.22 �66.95 7.62 6.97

56 �84.80 �90.40 �79.51 �69.55 5.29 20.85

#6 52 �90.64 �83.87 �65.03 �57.14 25.61 26.73

56 �91.52 �85.99 �68.08 �59.69 23.44 26.30

#7 52 �83.05 �78.26 �73.91 �64.55 9.14 13.71

56 �89.04 �82.21 �76.03 �69.10 13.01 13.11

#8 52 �87.30 �79.20 �78.66 �72.42 8.64 6.78

56 �92.33 �85.75 �82.49 �70.21 9.84 15.54

#9 52 �92.22 �81.80 �81.87 �79.03 10.35 2.77

56 �95.23 �84.98 �85.30 �77.50 9.93 7.48

#10 52 �79.02 �77.14 �77.98 �76.60 1.04 0.54

56 �84.13 �80.40 �83.22 �78.38 0.91 2.02

#11 52 �85.43 �78.96 �82.25 �78.57 3.18 0.39

56 �87.35 �81.08 �86.97 �80.56 0.38 0.52

#12 52 �89.35 �79.35 �82.08 �75.16 7.27 4.19

56 N/A N/A �91.80 �87.68 N/A N/A

Min. 52 �96.08 �89.98 �82.25 �79.03 3.18 0.39

56 �98.10 �93.68 �91.80 �87.68 0.38 0.52

Max. 52 �79.02 �73.92 �50.83 �40.23 37.81 41.61

56 �84.13 �74.40 �54.09 �46.67 37.81 45.13

F I GURE 1 0 Coverage extension assisted by on-channel repeater (OCR) deployment: (A) The UHD coverage w/o OCR, (B) the UHD

coverage after OCR installed
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So as to figure out the coverage gain attained by the
OCR’s roll-out, we determined the service availability at
each test point. An off-the-shelf ATSC 3.0 receiver was
used for this examination, which dropped a video frame
whenever an FEC block error occurred. In this experi-
ment, the receiver was regarded to be in a quasi-error-free
state (i.e., service available) when seamless video play-
back was maintained over a five minutes observation.

Across the test points, the RSSs were improved after
the OCR deployment, as shown in Table 3. Such RSS
increase was reflected to a coverage expansion visualized
in Figure 10 and detailed in Table 4. In simple arithmetic,
233% (10 points vs. 3 points) coverage gain was achieved
by deploying the OCR. In addition, up to 45 dB RSS gain
(at Point #2, CH 56) was obtained as well. If we restrict
the scope into the omni-directional antenna receptions

TAB L E 4 Service availability across the test points

Test point index

Service availability (Y/N)

Before deployment After deployment

CH 52 CH 56 CH 52 CH 56

Omni Dir Omni Dir Omni Dir Omni Dir

#1 N N N N Y Y Y Y

#2 N N N N Y Y N Y

#3 N N N N Y Y Y Y

#4 N Y N Y Y Y N Y

#5 N Y N N Y Y Y Y

#6 N N N N Y Y N Y

#7 N Y N Y Y Y N Y

#8 N Y N N Y Y N Y

#9 N N N N N Y N Y

#10 Y Y N Y Y Y N Y

#11 N Y N N N N N N

#12 N Y N N N Y N N

TAB L E 5 Required RSS across the test points (after deployment)

Test point index

Required RSS (dBm) (CH 52) Required RSS (dBm) (CH 56)

Omni ant. Dir. ant. Omni ant. Dir. ant.

#1 �84.77 �85.16 �78.29 �79.18

#2 �81.36 �83.38 Unavailable �71.76

#3 �84.92 �85.42 �85.26 �80.72

#4 �78.08 �85.36 Unavailable �84.84

#5 �83.99 �80.78 �79.51 �84.76

#6 �78.71 �83.39 Unavailable �78.05

#7 �80.58 �79.72 Unavailable �81.06

#8 �81.54 �80.01 Unavailable �76.34

#9 Unavailable �83.09 Unavailable �80.68

#10 �82.85 �82.41 Unavailable �79.93

#11 Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable

#12 Unavailable �83.24 Unavailable Unavailable

Min. �84.92 �85.42 �85.26 �84.84

Max. �78.08 �79.72 �78.29 �71.76
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only, the coverage gain is seen more drastically since any
of the test points could not retrieve both services in CH
52 and CH 56 through omni-antenna reception before
the OCR deployment.

Furthermore, CEQ operations of the implemented
OCR even enhanced the reliability of wireless linkages.
That is, the OCR launch reduced the amount of RSS
each test point requires at least for service availability.
For the sake of clarity, let us henceforth refer such a
marginal RSS required for quasi-error-free reception to
as required RSS. The required RSSs were measured by
attenuating the received signal until the UHD videos
were cut off at each test point. To elaborate, a resistive
attenuator was inserted into a feedline from the receive
antenna to a signal divider, whose output ports were
connected to the commercial receiver and spectrum ana-
lyzer each. Thereby, 1-dB-step attenuation was available
for the UHF radio signals passing through the attenua-
tor. Through repetitive monitoring, the minimum post-
signal divider signal strength that guarantees a quasi-
error-free reception was measured at the spectrum
analyzer.14

Table 5 lists the required RSSs measured across the
test points. Quite encouraging results were observed
therein: Some of the required RSSs measured after OCR
deployment were even lower than the RSSs which could
not allow service retrieval before the deployment. For
example, for CH 52 reception at Point #1 (via directional
antenna), the post-deployment required RSS was 5.66 dB
lower than the pre-deployment RSS �85.16 dBm that
could not allow any video playback at all. This result
implies that the required RSS is reduced more than by
5.66 dB by operating the OCR. Likewise, CH 52 (direction
antenna) reception at Point #12 and CH 56 (directional
antenna) reception at Point #4 came with such desirable
reversal of 3.89 dB and 5.94 dB, respectively. Such
enhancements demonstrated that CEQ at the OCR effec-
tively improved the channel profiles to be better prefera-
ble for the receivers.

4 | CONCLUSION

This paper presented an advanced design of ATSC 3.0
OCR that solves the FI problem and refines the input sig-
nal. FIC and CEQ functionalities were sequentially
designed to seize the FI- and multipath-resistance. In this
end, the transmission power capacity of OCR was signifi-
cantly increased, along with obtaining sound MER per-
formance. Precisely, the implemented OCR was able to

transmit 400-W (post-amplifier) signals; kept the MER
from falling to more than 0.5 dB below that of input sig-
nals; and removed FI even 28.57 dB stronger than the
desired signal. By implementing AAA at the receive-end
of OCR, the optimal diversity gain was also obtained
against unexpected channel variation. The OCR system
was implemented to be fully compliant with the ATSC
3.0 specifications, and accomplished a fast and efficient
signal processing by exploiting the specific frame struc-
ture. A ready-for-market ATSC 3.0 OCR was embodied in
the real world, and its feasibility was verified by field
experiments. The implemented solution was installed at
a commercial on-air site and proven to provide substan-
tial coverage gain in practice.
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